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AutoCAD Crack+ Serial Key
AutoCAD Crack Mac is used by professionals in the manufacturing, aerospace, architecture, and engineering fields, as well as by individuals who want to make a few drawings and presentations. It is popular for hobbyists because it is so easy to use and inexpensive. AutoCAD uses a model-driven approach that allows the user to define the physical
characteristics of a design entity. For example, if a section or feature is specified, AutoCAD creates a solid that is used to model the object. The user can choose to input a profile, reference planes, or elevations, but even without such input, the resulting solid is automatically oriented to fit into the current drawing page. In addition, AutoCAD layers allow
information from different drawing components to be brought together, while hierarchies are used to nest various geometric and non-geometric entities into one another. This feature allows complex designs to be built using multiple levels of hierarchy. Other special features include point and line locking and editing, along with many common drawing
tools, such as text and shape tools, linetypes, and shapes. AutoCAD is often used for industrial and mechanical designs because of the strength of the mechanical components that are supported. In addition, professionals in the architectural, construction, and engineering fields also use AutoCAD. Although it is most commonly used by architects and
engineers, AutoCAD is also a popular desktop publishing software package for creating graphical documents. Figure 1. Opening AutoCAD 2017: the user is prompted to select an existing or new drawing and start the process of adding components to a new drawing. Autodesk AutoCAD 2017 is an enhanced version of AutoCAD 2016. It adds several
important new features, including a tabbed user interface with a splash screen and an improved drawing editing experience. It also has enhancements in 2D and 3D modeling, measurement, and drawing. (See also, Figure 1.) Drawing tool bars: have new layout options that include pushpin mode and a 'live' drawing mode with more options available
while the mouse pointer is located over the drawing area. Added tabbed drawing window experience. New tools and features for architectural drafting, including: Organizer, Manager, and Planner tabs. Organizer tab: Contains tools for organizing drawing content and objects, and for creating drawings and views that use hierarchies. Manager tab:
Contains tools for managing the drawing and its content. Plan

AutoCAD
The AutoCAD LT product is intended to be used by students and small companies, and lacks the features found in the main AutoCAD product. AutoCAD employs object-oriented programming principles in its AutoLISP implementation. The most important classes are: dc object: A coordinate system edobject: A line or polyline efobject: A frame or region
emodule: An extended drawing element efobjectproperties: Extended drawing element properties The objects are collections of properties, but cannot be instantiated with parameters. To create an object the AutoCAD user interface shows the user an automatically generated property list, with a default value. For example, if the user clicks on the
Create: button to create a line, the default value would be specified as:. When the user makes edits and clicks on the Save button, the AutoCAD user interface automatically retrieves all of the modified properties of the selected object and sends them to the user interface. When the user clicks on the Close button, the object and its property list are
destroyed, and AutoCAD goes back to the default value. If no object is selected, the user interface shows the properties of the current drawing environment, including the current selection. The "Create" and "Delete" functions are shortcuts for the menus on the Object Navigator. The "Draw" menu is used to create additional drawing elements and erase
the current drawing element. The "Select" and "Selection" menus are used to select objects in the drawing. The "Modify" menu is used to modify the current object. The "Measure" and "Measurement" menus are used to modify drawing elements. The "Annotate" menu is used to create and manipulate annotations. The "Zoom" menu is used to change
the current view. The "View" menu is used to change the view (perspective) of the drawing. The "Style" menu is used to create and edit styles. Visual LISP was introduced with AutoCAD 2000. The most important classes are: nco object: A named coordinate system ro object: A region of lines ruobject: A region of points sr object: A shape sts object: A
spline shape sf object: A surface ss object: A surface style sfobjectproperties: Surface style properties A named coordinate system uses coordinates to keep track of position. The coordinates are specified as two numbers ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD PC/Windows
Select your licensed subscription Click on the bottom right drop-down menu How to install Freeform Install a Freeform application Freeform Freeform License

What's New In AutoCAD?
Optimize design files for best results. The project of the new tool set opens with a "deep clean" of existing design files to make the working environment more suitable for the next operation. (video: 2:17 min.) Improve file format compatibility. Enlarge the range of compatibility between different versions of AutoCAD. Also, fully correct inconsistencies
between version and file format. (video: 3:55 min.) Enhancement of object and component creation: Components are created with a new Create object command. Use the new dialog to save and set an object name and location in a drawing file. (video: 2:25 min.) Objects are enhanced with support for attributes and keywords for more powerful and
flexible editing. With a few clicks, you can add, remove, and edit attributes and keywords. (video: 2:40 min.) Styles are improved with more flexibility and control. Assign a dynamic style to a graphic element. You can create a user-defined style for your working environment. You can apply a style to a group of elements. You can open a document with a
different style than the one currently active. You can also link styles and apply them to multiple elements in a single command. (video: 3:17 min.) See a preview of the style on the status bar. Right-click to see a preview of the style on the status bar and to add and edit attributes. In addition, you can turn the preview window on or off by using the Show
preview window on status bar command. (video: 1:55 min.) AutoLISP scripting and acceleration: Programmable constructs for automation in geometry, engineering, and drafting applications. Using AutoLISP and command scripting in AutoCAD, you can use this new tool set for more powerful and flexible automation. (video: 1:45 min.) Drawing Windows
for greater efficiency: New function: The new Multilevel Windows dialog makes it easy to set up the geometric hierarchy of windows in your drawings. Simply use the levels to quickly and easily decide where to draw the interface, the views, and the views of the views. (video: 2:12 min.) New presentation tool: The new Presentation tool in the Drawing
Window menu lets you view and compare different versions of the same drawing. You can present the file in paper, a PDF, or a movie
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 (64 bit version is required), Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: 1 GHz processor recommended. Memory: 512 MB RAM recommended. Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 or OpenGL 2.0 with 256MB of video RAM (GeForce 9800 GT or ATI Radeon X1950 or newer recommended) Hard Drive: 1GB of free hard drive space
DirectX®: Version 9.0 DVD-ROM Drive: CD-ROM Drive is not required to install the game
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